
for Peace

Emergency Charity

It is easy to be overwhelmed and helpless. 
But let’s not find ourselves paralysed. 
We can all help!  
We can all share resources and hope! 
And we can actively help people on the ground! 

It is really hard to put into words what we are currently feeling about the situation in Ukraine - in Europe. There 
is an actual war on our continent that made the world seem to have become a different place overnight. 
People are picking up guns to defend their country, their livelihoods and their freedom.  

We all know that it is not only about Ukraine, but it concerns all Europe and the European soul. Easily taken for 
granted, one realises very quickly that it is important to protect our democracy and the freedom with all 
means.  

That’s why we are asking you to support Ukrainian people by donating money! 

The following works are by Daniel Spivakov (*1996, Ukraine) made in immediate reaction to the current 
situation in Ukraine. The artworks can be purchased for 900 EUR each. 

The proceeds will go to small organisations in Ukraine supporting medics, artists and families. Forty percent of 
the sale revenue will go to the artist himself who lost his studio in Ukraine and is in need of financial resources. 

It was a careful sourcing process. All the groups are self-organised volunteers whom we either know personally 
or whom our family members and friends in Ukraine know. We are trying to bypass the big organisations and 
the middle man to provide the financial aid where it’s needed urgently. 

Thank you so much for your support - it means a lot to us. 

                   Love,  
        Daniel Spivakov & Lina Stallmann 

Very special thank you to  
Tony Nguyen for volunteering, raising funds and awareness  
Anne Rubesam and Daniel Kehlmann for the support and good spirit 
Frank Barkow for providing a space
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #11 
2022 
Bandage, oil, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #12 
2022 
Bandage, oil, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #13 
2022 
Bandage, oil, multiple inkjet print on monograph 
page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #14 
2022 
Bandage, oil, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #15 
2022  
Plaster, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #16 
2022 
Tape, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm  
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #17 
2022 
Oil, leave on multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm 
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Daniel Spivakov  

for Ukraine (over Goya) #18 
2022 
Oil, bandage, multiple inkjet print on monograph page 
31.5 x 23.5 cm  
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Where does the money go 

Anna Dombrobskaya - journalist and war paramedic volunteer. Constantly posts lists of specific medication/
equipment needed and how much it costs. 

https://m.facebook.com/dombrovskaya.volonter/?__tn__=~~-R 

Group of volunteers providing humanitarian support of Summy city. It is an individual bank account.  

Together Ministry - group of volunteers who evacuate people from the places that have been hit the hardest, 
providing food, shelter and basic needs supplies to the families. Daniel knows the people that started the 
GoFundMe campaign since he is a child. 

https://www.togetherministry.org 

Individual artists in need: Mazur Maksym, Kovalova Anna, Pidlisnyi Andrii 

It was a careful sourcing process. All the groups are self-organised volunteers whom we either know 
personally or whom our family members and friends in Ukraine know. We are trying to bypass the big 
organisations and the middle man to provide the financial aid where it’s needed urgently. 

To provide transparency we will give updates about any transaction via our website www.stallmann.club 

If you have any further questions feel free to get in direct touch with Lina Stallmann  
+49 151 56805307 / info@stallmann.club

https://m.facebook.com/dombrovskaya.volonter/?__tn__=~~-R
https://m.facebook.com/dombrovskaya.volonter/?__tn__=~~-R
https://www.togetherministry.org
https://www.togetherministry.org
http://www.stallmann.club
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DONATION ACCOUNT  

Reference: Donation, Ukraine  

Recipient: Lina Sophie Stallmann 
DE44422600016000051202 

GENODEM1GBU 
Volksbank Ruhr Mitte eG

[Scan in your banking app]

info@stallmann.club +49 151 56805307www.stallmann.club

mailto:info@stallmann.club
http://www.stallmann.club

